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Prerequisites For This Ebook

Welcome!
Please ensure that before you begin this Divine Light course you:
1) Have allowed yourself a minimum of 21 days from the completion of:
- any Ascension Pathway attunement and/or
- any Love Inspiration ebook (eg. Usui Reiki, Universal Reiki, Kundalini Reiki etc)
(Note that here in this point, the completion of an ebook means you have completed the whole ebook
including all attunements, waiting times and compulsory daily / self healing practices, whereas the
completion of an attunement means you have completed the attunement and not necessarily any
waiting times or associated practices.)
2) Have activated (unlocked) the Divine Light energies and attunements using the activation
code & instructions on the next page.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.
With love, we wish you well on your Divine Light journey!

Helpful Resources For This Ebook

Sign up for free monthly Ascension Healing (sent on the 11th of the month)
Join the Love Inspiration Community Facebook Group
Download the Love Inspiration Handbook as an accompaniment to this ebook
Start on the Ascension Pathway alongside this ebook
Visit our Free Music & Relaxation webpage
Sign up for an Ascension Healing Booster
Find out how you can help
Read our Disclaimer and Copyright Information
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Activating (Unlocking) The Divine Light Energies:
Before opening up to these beautiful Divine Light energies, it
is very important that you rstly activate or ‘unlock’ the
energies and attunements in this ebook. Once this is
completed, you will then be ready to begin Divine Light!
The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and
should only take you around ve minutes or so to complete.
(For more information about the activation codes or the
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).
1) Preparation:
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some healing or relaxing music, light
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
2) Invocation:
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together,
position and saying the following:

ngertips touching in prayer

“With in nite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to activate the
energies and attunements for Divine Light.
With the unique activation code 8049333 may this be so.
May this activation bene t all beings.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

3) Receiving:
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. A er this
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!
4) Understanding:
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and
Prescribed Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the
maximum bene ts from all of these healing energies, attunements and practices. A er this, you are
now ready to begin opening up and receiving these beautiful Divine Light energies! May you enjoy
these with much love & light and with an intention to bene t all beings.

***********
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Divine Light

Level One - Practitioner Level
We warmly and humbly welcome you to the Divine Light
Meditations!
It is with love that we welcome you to this truly unique duo of divinely inspired meditations.
Through these teachings, we are able to call on and merge with a beautiful suite of divine healing
frequencies which help us to create feelings of inner peace, blissfulness, love and wisdom from our
meditative practice.
For those of you who are already working with other forms of energy based healing practices, these
meditations may bring a new and unique perspective to your practice and will give you the ability to
also call in these loving frequencies alongside them.
For those who are being introduced to energy based healing through
these meditations we are truly excited to welcome you to these beautiful
and loving frequencies – may they bring you happiness in your life.
The Divine Light practices are simple and easy to learn and are a great set
of meditational practices which help us to nd peace, bliss and feelings of
relaxation and love during our meditation.
We hope that you enjoy them!
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1. Introducing Divine Light:
The designs for the Divine Light meditations were received intuitively through the spiritual work of
Marty and Gerry during November 2012, whilst enjoying a summer
retreat in New Zealand for the bene t of all.
Through these meditative communications, Gerry was clairvoyantly
shown a number of ‘symbols’ and instructions about how one can
work with these symbols (or energetic frequencies) through the
format of meditation to allow for a better functioning of the energy
eld.
Thus the Divine Light meditations were born.
3 of 53
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The name Divine Light is simply a representation of the divinely guided aspects
of the practice and as a way of communicating to people that this practice helps
us to move closer towards the divine light which lives within us all.
The name also helps us to understand that the energies being worked with during these
meditations come from a divine frequency of love, compassion and wisdom, thus allowing us
to move towards these vibrations themselves through meditative practice.
As you can see from the table below, the Divine Light meditations are taught over two levels –
practitioner and Master, with each level containing a further two sub-levels. In total there are four
levels or steps within these teachings with each step representing the next phase of the meditation.

Level

SubLevel

Intention

Focus
On

Benefits

L1

Connecting with
the energies of
Mother Earth

Lower
chakras

Cleansing
impurities and
grounding

L2

Connecting with
a higher
consciousness

Higher
chakras

Cultivating
higher levels of
spiritual
awareness

L3

Filling the sacred
heart space and
healing the
whole

Heart
space /
whole
body

Merging all
energy systems
throughout the
body

L4

Shining Divine
Light outward for
the benefit of all
living beings

One-ness

Merging and
becoming one
with the
universe

Practitioner
Level

Master
Level

Daily Practise

Minimum
Practise Time
11 days

L1 = 5-15 mins

L1 = 5-15 mins
+
L2 = 5-10 mins
TOTAL: 10-30 mins
L1 = 5-15 mins
+
L2 = 5-10 mins
+
L3 = 5-15 mins
TOTAL: 15-40 mins
L1 = 5-15 mins +
L2 = 5-10 mins +
L3 = 5-15 mins +
L4 = 5-15 mins
TOTAL: 20-55 mins

(Perform the two
meditations
together at least
daily and ideally
several times per
day, for a minimum
of 11 days before
moving into the
Master Level)

21 days
(Perform the four
meditations alltogether once per
day for a minimum
of 21 days. Note
however that this
practice is
recommended
long term and to
be on-going)

When completed, the Divine Light teachings form the basis for one complete meditation which
helps our energies to vibrate at a higher frequency of love and understanding. A key part of the
meditations at the Master Level is an understanding of the truly divine power which comes from
applying the altruistic intention. As we begin to understand and feel the impact that the altruistic
intention has on our own energy based healing work, we are then better able to cultivate these types
of mindsets in our meditative practise and in our daily lives.
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In this way, these practices can help to open many doorways to more positive states
of awareness. For when we can combine these Divine Light energies with both the
altruistic intention and the understanding that all is one, we can truly start to
transform our consciousness. With time, this allows us to move closer towards health,
happiness, inner peace, love and spiritual awakening.

2. An Overview Of Divine Light:
Please nd below a tabled overview of the Divine Light practices (meditations). Note that this
information is the minimum requirement only and that the meditations, when brought through
from Higher Consciousness, were intended to be for long-term and on-going use, for the bene t of
all!

Divine Light
Days

Information

1

Practitioner Level Attunement (L1 & 2)

1-11

Practitioner Level Practices (L1 & 2 Meditations)
Minimum 11 Days

12

Master Level Attunement (L3 & 4)

12 - 32

Master Level Practices (L1, 2, 3 & 4 Meditations)
Minimum 21 Days

33

Congratulations, you are now a Divine Light Master!

Total Minimum Completion Time for Divine Light = 32 days
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3. The Attunement Process:
As in most energy based healing practices, the attunements for these Divine Light meditations are a
most crucial part of the learning process. There is an attunement required for both the practitioner
and Master levels. For those of you who are unfamiliar with the term ‘attunement’ please click here
to be taken to our website FAQ section on ‘The Attunement Process’ for more information.
In simple terms, the attunement provides you with a process of healing and growth as you become
able to access the energetic frequencies required for these meditations. Once attuned to these
frequencies, you also become a more e ective healing channel (both for yourself and for others).
Each of the attunements introduces new divine healing frequencies into our consciousness so that
we are able to deepen our meditative and healing practices at each level. This can o en result in
stronger feelings of bliss and inner peace through our meditative state as we move from the
Practitioner Level to the Master Level. There is also a strengthening here in our love vibration and
thus, we heal.
We have also been taught that as we accumulate more symbols, or more access to these types of
divine healing frequencies, these act like a sort of magni cation so that our light can shine brighter
from within. The analogy given to us was that of light bulbs. To work with 3 symbols is perhaps akin
to lighting an area with 3 light bulbs – the lighting is quite good. As we introduce additional light
bulbs into the area, say 5 or 6 bulbs, it is clear that the light is now signi cantly brighter, allowing us
to see more of that area. This is a good way of thinking about the brightness of our energies as we
introduce additional symbols into them. Our light is stronger, brighter and operates with more
e ciency.
The attunement process helps to bring these symbols into our energy eld and thus brightens or
lightens our energies closer to love. We will be providing you with some step by step instructions on
how you can receive your Divine Light Practitioner Level attunement a little further on but for now,
let us introduce some of the more practical aspects of this practitioner level.

Our healing light becoming
stronger and brighter!
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4. Introducing Divine Light - Practitioner Level:
There are two sub-levels to the Divine Light Practitioner Level with the rst emphasising the
importance of connecting with the cleansing energies of our earth. By starting to work at this level
we allow our lower chakras to be cleansed and nourished which is most important for our energy
eld.
In addition, by starting with this practice, we are also being
provided with a great ‘grounding’ practice which then helps us
to more e ectively work with the energies being introduced
in the later parts of the meditation.
This rst sub-level of the Divine Light meditations is one
which can be deeply relaxing and it helps us to feel a deep
connection with the abundance which this earth can o er. As
we progress with this practice, we may also become aware
that this type of energy exchange with the earth can be done
in every waking moment.
It would seem that this is a most crucial time here on earth
given the environmental circumstances which we are facing
and we note here that there is much bene t being gained
during this technique at both an individual level and a
planetary level.

Grounded: Energetically
Connected To The Earth

Moving on to the second sub-level of the practitioner practice,
we introduce the rst of the Divine Light symbols to start
working with - Pure Existence. This symbol vibrates pure love
and understanding which we can use in our meditation to bring a cleansing and nourishment to our
energies, particularly our higher chakras. (We talk a lot about chakras in our ebooks and practices so
if you would like more information about them please click here to be taken to our website FAQ
section on ‘The Chakra System’).
As we were taught, working with the symbol Pure Existence helps to cultivate a higher spiritual
awareness or understanding from within and allows for a much stronger connection to our own
higher (divine) self.
Accordingly, through this practice, you may receive more insight into situations or problems that
may be troubling you, perhaps gain some further realisations about how you might wish to move
forward in life or perhaps be able to see more clearly the inner workings of your mind and emotions.
All of these are really good signs that your Divine Light meditative practice is providing you with
some great bene ts. It is o en these realisations that come during our meditation that slowly and
organically accumulate into great new understandings and perspectives which apply to many aspects
of, and can change, our life.
They also may help us to nd our true purpose in life and may help to give
meaning as to why we are here on this earth. The symbol Pure Existence may
assist and accelerate this process of inner realisation.
For those of you who have not yet worked with symbols in meditation or
healing then this will no doubt be a great introduction for you.
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We note that the techniques outlined here in this Practitioner Level will
mostly focus on the practical aspects of working with Pure Existence so for
those of you wishing to gain some good theoretical understanding of symbols
and their role in energy based healing practices more generally, feel free to
visit our website FAQ section on Using Symbols in Healing for some
preliminary information.
To better understand the true nature of symbols can o en mean that we are
better able to work with these frequencies in our meditation. For example, by
understanding the divinely guided aspect of these energies and to understand the importance of
love, surrender and gratitude can be a key part to our meditative development.
As we move forward into the Master Level, there are two new symbols introduced which focus on
the love aspect of the Divine Light practice, a love for ourselves and a love for all.
The Divine Light Practitioner Level then is like the crucial preparation for the love and light which
the Master Level brings. With the assistance of these Practitioner Levels, we are able to cleanse,
nourish and circulate our energies with more e ciency which then helps the Master Level (love)
vibrations to spread throughout our body and outward for all to bene t.

5. Everything Is Intention:
As we progress through any type of energy based healing practice, we start to realise the true innate
power which lies within our own minds. More speci cally, it is the thoughts we choose or our
intention which o en holds the key to our truly divine power.
This especially becomes noticeable when we start practising with these types of energy based healing
practices. As we merge with the energetic frequencies within these types of systems, we can start to
understand the di erent types of thoughts or intentions that bring us to higher vibrations of love
and light.
For example, we can experiment with the intentions of surrendering, love, being open, letting go,
compassion, gratitude and above all, the altruistic intention, to bring us to these higher vibratory
meditative experiences.
As we start to cultivate these intentions and combine these with our energetic practise, we can really
start to feel the di erences that these types of intentions can create within us. We can start to feel
the subtle di erences in vibration through these meditative experiences and thus we learn and grow.

Everything starts with our intention
It is this very important concept which will play a key role in these teachings and in how our practice
develops. For as we strengthen and purify our intention, and as we start to adapt di erent
techniques to help crystallise these intentions, we can become better able to shine our love and
divine light outward for all to bene t.
V11: 29.08.22
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Through this ebook, it is our aim to help wherever we can so that your practice can blossom into
something which is truly magical. We aim to provide you with the techniques exactly as we received
them from ‘spirit’ and we will also provide some additional insights gained through our own
meditative experiences.

6. Receiving The Attunement For Divine Light - Practitioner Level:
Before we cover the actual practices for this Divine Light Practitioner Level, it is important to rstly
outline and describe the methods for receiving the attunement. As we’ve mentioned above, taking
the attunement is a key part of any energy based healing practice and this is also true for the Divine
Light practices.
In this rst attunement both of the meditations in this level will be activated. Firstly in the
“connecting with our earth” part of the attunement, the energy works to open the lower chakras in
order to strengthen our ability to connect with the earth. And secondly, in the “raising spiritual
awareness” part it provides us with the necessary access to the divine healing vibrations of the
symbol ‘Pure Existence’.
Just to reassure you, taking the
attunement is normally a very relaxing and
nice experience and you may feel some
energy moving during the process. Some
may not feel anything at all and this is
absolutely ne also.
In the days following the attunement, and
as you repeat the Divine Light meditations
more and more, you may feel some
di erent sensations as many of the old,
unwanted energies clear away, shi or
move. Energy based healing practices can
bring much healing to the surface and in
some cases, we can o en experience what
is known as a healing crisis. If you are
clearing away lots of old energies i.e. there
is deep healing being done, then your body
will need to work to clear these, so as a
result you may feel sluggish or tired.
Others may feel some slight cold or u
symptoms as the energies clear. You can
sometimes even get a few extra trips to the toilet if the energies are clearing in your lower chakras.
There may also be some emotional clearing happening from the attunement and / or your
meditational practices so just be mindful of this if you are experiencing any anger, sadness or other
types of emotional unrest. For more information about the healing crisis on our FAQ page, click here.
V11: 29.08.22
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7. Instructions For Receiving Your Attunement:
To ensure that the attunement process works successfully we ask that you follow our instructions
and most important is to relax, open up and receive these gi s with love.
Firstly, before starting this attunement, please ensure
that you have activated (unlocked) the Divine Light
energies and attunements prior to commencing.
The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 minute
process which unlocks the energies and gives you access
to them. Once you have unlocked the energies, this
means that all the Divine Light energies and
attunements (for both Practitioner & Master Levels)
have been activated speci cally for you. You are
therefore then ready to start receiving your Practitioner
Level attunement!
If you have not yet activated / unlocked the Divine Light
energies for yourself, you may do this by following the
instructions on Page III of this ebook.
Now that you have unlocked / activated the energies, you are
ready to begin your Practitioner Level attunement!
1. Preparation:
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring
that you will not be disturbed for at least 15 minutes. Perhaps
you wish to play some so healing or relaxing music, light some
candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
2. Invoke the Divine Light Practitioner attunement:
Invoke the attunement by placing the hands together, ngertips
touching in prayer position whilst saying the following:

Hands In Prayer Position

“With love and gratitude I humbly request the attunement for
the Divine Light Practitioner Level.
May these energies bene t all beings!”
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[Note that the word love is divinely important in requesting
Divine Light energy – the stronger the feeling of love that
you ask with, the stronger the energy that flows. Also, when
we add the highest intention for all beings to benefit (in
anything we do), the energy is also stronger.]
Now your attunement will commence and will take around
10-15 minutes to nish so it is best to sit or lie down for
around 15 minutes. You can time yourself or simply wait
until you feel the energy drop o a little bit. The energy
tends to build over the attunement period with the energy
at the end of the attunement being much stronger, so if you
don’t feel anything at the beginning, don’t worry – it is still
working!
And you don’t have to leave your hands in prayer position for the entire time, please feel free to rest
your hands either by your side, over your Heart Chakra or as you feel most comfortable.
You may feel some energy moving, perhaps feel relaxing vibrations or some may feel almost nothing
happen. Whatever the case, you will receive the Divine Light Practitioner Level attunement and with
this, you will be able to practice the Divine Light Meditative practice described in the next sections.
3. Closing the attunement:
As always, we close our attunement with love and gratitude, by saying something like:

“With love and gratitude I o er my sincerest thanks for receiving
the Divine Light Practitioner Level attunement.
May I use this new energy for the bene t of all.
Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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8. The Divine Light Meditative Practice:
Once you have taken your attunement, you will then be able to start practising with these rst two
sub-levels (Levels 1 & 2) of Divine Light – the Practitioner Level. The techniques described
throughout this Practitioner Level are very exible, noting that di erent people will no doubt have
di erent preferences to their practice.
Accordingly, we will rstly describe the teachings as we received them for each part. Then as we
move through these sections, we will also provide you with some di erent ways that you can add to
your practice. You may nd some of these techniques resonate with you whilst others may not. As
always, use your intuition and work with what feels best for you.
Our approach to any energy based healing practice is to encourage you to work with the practices
that help bring you to the best possible vibration. These will o en be practices which help to bring
your intention to a more loving, positive state of vibration. They may be techniques which perhaps
help you to feel more in synch with these feelings of love and peace for your meditative practice.
We also encourage you to be creative with these practices and with your own mind so that you can
bring in your own ideas and techniques into your healing practices. These may be small little add-ons
that you choose to add to the techniques described here so that you can help your practice to
blossom and grow for your best possible healing result.
In many cases, where these techniques seem to present themselves to you during your practice it is
o en the divine guidance aspects of the practice shining through. In other words, you are being
guided to evolve into something even more perfect for your consciousness.
Usually the best way to approach any practice is with love, gratitude, surrender and with a fun loving
attitude. If you are enjoying your practice then you are most likely going to want to continue it, so
whatever brings you feelings of peace, bliss and love is normally the best option for you!

Be creative with your practices!
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Another good way to think about our practice time is that
it is time for ourselves. It is time to re ect on all the things
that we face in the hectic bustle of life as we may know it,
time to listen to our inner world, to see or understand
what it may be telling us. We may just need some time to
rest, relax and rejuvenate for a while and this is o en a
great part of any energy based healing practice – to plug in
and re-power from the universal energy source.
By thinking about our practice in these kinds of ways, we
can start to bring some additional perceived value to our
practice time, to enjoy it and to perhaps look forward to
this time to ourselves.
O en, there will be some things we notice about our inner
world during our practice that is not so pleasant; maybe
we can see some of the anger that lives within us for
example. The key here is to always treat ourselves with
loving kindness and patience. Results may take time but
are usually organic and sustainable and are de nitely
worth the wait!

Plug in and re-power from the
universal energy source

9. The Preparation:
You may do these practices either sitting down on the ground, sitting in a chair or a couch or if you
prefer, lying down. How you meditate is totally up to you noting that by far the most important
factor to consider is your own comfortability.
If we are not comfortable, our mind will be disturbed and this is not always good for our practice. For
those of us with busy, overactive minds, you may wish to lie down for this is generally more peaceful
and relaxing. For those who are quite naturally ‘easy to sleep’ type people, then perhaps sitting
upright is best where you can feel the relaxation without nodding o half way through.
To reach a place of inner stillness or to be deeply relaxed without dozing or sleeping is normally the
best vibrational state to aim for. The term ‘relaxed concentration’ is normally very appropriate to
best describe the formula for meditation.
You may also wish to light some incense, have some
so lighting perhaps, burn some candles or put some
healing or relaxing music on. How you like to meditate
or practice really does come down to your own
personal preferences. Most important is that you are
undisturbed for your practice and that you are
comfortable.
Turn your phone o and give yourself this precious
time to enjoy some ‘you’ time, with love. May you reap
the bene ts of a regular practice!
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10. Level One – Connecting With Our Earth (5–15 mins):
Now that we are prepared and comfortable, we are now ready to start working with the Divine Light
practices. You may notice that as you are just about ready to start, your mind may be running away!
Don’t worry, this is totally normal. It o en takes a few minutes for our mind to digest the concept
that it is about to start the process of observing or going inside for a while.
This is all very normal so it is best to try not to get frustrated with this process. We just need to take
a few deep breaths, perhaps about ten or so, to get us into the meditative zone. Deep breathing, also
known as pranayama, is o en one of the best ways to prepare the mind for meditation. It brings in
oxygen and helps our concentration so that our practice can be more focused and therefore more
blissful.
As we bring our minds to a state of being more relaxed, we are now ready to start the Divine Light
meditation by connecting with the energies of mother earth.
The technique which was shown to
us for this rst part is very simple we just need to imagine that the
energies from the earth enter up
through our le foot (foot chakra),
up our le leg and up into our Heart
C h a k ra ( m i d d l e o f o u r c h e s t
plate). Then, we visualise that the
energy loops around the Heart
Chakra and ows back downward,
down our right leg and out through
our right foot, back again into the
earth. You may imagine the energy
ow in an upside-down ‘U’ shape.
(See the diagram).

This process then continues – in and
up through the le , down and out
through the right.
We would recommend that you do
this practice for 5-15 minutes each
time.
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This practice helps to ground us within the energies of the earth
which is a great preparation for the second, third and fourth sublevels of the meditation. Also, by connecting with the energies of the
earth, it is helpful for both our own energy and the energies of our
planet and we can start to feel a deeper, more love lled connection with our precious
Mother Earth.
This earth connection phase also helps us to cleanse our lower chakras by clearing away any
impurities from within these areas. It is o en said in energy based healing that most physical
dis-ease manifests as a result of primary imbalance within our lower chakras, so to do work
in this area is o en a great way to help our overall health situation.
As our practice progresses, we may also start to feel energetic ‘bits and pieces’ in what is o en
referred to as dirt or dust. Please don’t worry, this is always a sign that our practice is strengthening
and that our divine light is starting to glow more brightly from within.
Quite o en, we see that as we do more practice, we start to feel more of our own dirt. Again, it is
important to understand that these are all signs that there is deep and transformational healing
work being done at the energetic level. We assure you that this is all quite normal in any kind of
energy based healing practice.
In addition to this, we must also mention the concept of the healing crisis here as another really
great sign of healing taking place. There is much information on our website about this phenomena
as it is also a central theme in any type of energy based healing. For more information about the
healing crisis, please click here to visit ‘The Healing Crisis’ section of our FAQ webpage.
So, with our basic understanding of these introductory practices,
let us now look at how we may work with some additional
techniques to perhaps enhance this earth connection practice.

Working with visualisation
There are many ways that we can help the energy ow enhance
our energetic connection with the earth. The rst way to do this
is through visualisation techniques.
So, prior to starting your ‘connecting with our earth’ meditation,
perhaps as you breathe deeply, you may bring into your
meditation a visualisation of our planet earth. You may imagine
that it is oating in space just beneath your feet. Just allow
yourself to connect to our planet and to feel its splendour and
abundance.
By working with this type of visualisation, you may feel a
stronger energy exchange between you and the earth as you
continue with your practice. It is our intention that is the key
here. As we close our eyes, we are able to create our own reality,
whatever our mind thinks is real will be real for us.
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For those of you who don’t necessarily feel the best connection through this type of visualisation,
perhaps it may be good for you to simply take yourself (either physically or meditatively) to a place
of natural beauty.
This may be a forest area, a mountainous area, the majestic Himalayas for example. It could be a
sandy beach, the ocean or another area of this beautiful planet which is vast, boundless and
abundant.

As you bring yourself into the idea of this boundless and abundant nature of our planet, this can help
you to feel a stronger connection to these energies as the mind is being reminded of the sheer
splendour and magni cence of our wondrous earth.
The energies being received through this type of deeply connected imagery tend to be far stronger.
By reminding ourselves of the abundance that the earth o ers we can feel this abundant and
limitless energetic strength being received through our practice.
Again, we encourage you to work with whatever types of imagery suit you best. Whatever brings
you to a stronger connection with the earth is best.
As you work with these types of visualisations in your meditation, we note here that you will still be
bringing in these earth energies up through the le foot, up to the Heart Chakra and then down
again through the body and out through the right foot.
This is the most fundamental part of the practice as it helps us to receive clean, pure energies up into
our body and expel old, dirty energies. Sort of like a dialysis machine in a way, the earth is purifying
us through our connection.
Just allow yourself to feel the energies owing, up and down, in through the le and out through
the right. You may wish to continue focusing the mind on the visualisations described above or
perhaps other visualisations as you imagine the energies owing through your body.
Again, there is much room for development through these practices. For example, you may wish to
start o your practice with a few minutes of earth connection time. As you feel the connection
developing, you may then wish to imagine that the energy is like white light moving up through
your le foot and down through your right, continuing this process as you feel the energies respond.
V11: 29.08.22
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You may then wish to move to a di erent visual of our
earth, perhaps something di erent to what you were
working with before.
You may feel a renewed
connection to this aspect of the earth and again move
the energies up and down, up and down, up and down.

Love for our earth

Each time you do this, you may feel a refreshing
change for your mind and you may also feel more
energy ow as more cleansing takes place from within
your lower chakras. As this is happening there is
undoubtedly more love being exchanged and as the
energies ow in and out of your heart, there is
cleansing, healing and divine light.
This is the all-important love connection which is made
through this practice.
Love for our earth and love for all the beautiful things
which inhabit our beautiful planet.
Working with your breath
Focusing on the soothing rhythm of our breathing can also provide many di erent meditation and
healing opportunities. As we’ve already mentioned, it can be a great way to prepare our mind for the
upcoming journey into our inner universe.
The breath can also be used during this aspect of the Divine Light meditations as a way to control
the upward and downward owing energy. For some, the idea of moving energy upwards through
the le hand side of the body whilst at the very same time allowing it ow downwards through the
right, may be something which is a little di cult at rst.
It is perhaps akin to learning to ride a bicycle where we feel unbalanced or perhaps a little awkward
in how we are to do the practice. By working with our
breathing, so that we breathe the energy up through
your le and out through your right can be a great way
to start us o if we are having di culties.
We are always breathing, so this technique is of course
available to you at any stage during the day noting that
there are many other meditational practices that work
with this idea. You may feel that a er a few minutes
working with this technique, you may wish to progress
to some visualisations.
By working in this way, you may alternate as you feel
appropriate which may help to strengthen or reinforce the energetic exchange taking place between
you and the earth. Whatever helps your vibration and your practice is always good. By simply
allowing yourself to enjoy the feelings, energies and love from these types of practices is a lovely
way to practice meditation.
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11. level Two – Raising Spiritual Awareness (5 -10 mins):
As we are feeling a deep and loving connection with our earth or as we feel like we are ready to
move onto this next part of the Divine Light meditation, we can now start to work with the rst of
our Divine Light symbols - Pure Existence.

PURE EXISTENCE
2
1

3

How To Draw PURE EXISTENCE

PURE EXISTENCE

The above diagram introduces us to this deeply sacred and loving symbol. Pure Existence was
received by Love Inspiration a er a stay in the Centre in Nepal of Guru Mahasambodhi
Dharmasangha. Guru is an immense light in this world and the symbol received here is treated by
Marty & Gerry with great respect.
Pure Existence helps to bring an immense love, peace and spiritual understanding into
our consciousness and through our practice, we are able to merge with its divine
energies so that we ourselves move closer to this pure, loving vibration.
To do this, we simply draw out or visualise Pure Existence hovering around 3 - 5 cm
above our forehead (Third Eye Chakra). We then visualise white light is owing
into our Third Eye Chakra and is being signi cantly strengthened by Pure Existence,
like a magnifying glass intensifying the energy of the sun.
As this energy now enters our Third Eye Chakra, it ows downwards in through our
body. From our forehead down to our Throat Chakra and down again to
the Heart Chakra where it then loops back and moves upwards
straight out the top of our head (Crown Chakra).
This is the technique as it was described to Love Inspiration.
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It may be helpful for you to repeat the sacred name of the symbol, Pure Existence whilst holding the
visualisation of the symbol rmly in your mind. In this way you can maintain the meditative
concentration of these important and divine healing frequencies.
As your meditative concentration improves, you may also nd that you are able to keep this symbol
rmly in your mind whilst also allowing the energy to ow through the circuit loop that we have
just described - in through your Third Eye Chakra, down through the Throat Chakra to the Heart
Chakra and out through the Crown Chakra. See the diagram below.

Please note that although our chakras are located in the centre of our bodies, the chakras in this
diagram have been altered so we can better understand the energy flow for our meditative purpose.
(We talk a lot about chakras in our ebooks and practices so if you would like more information about
them please click here to be taken to our website FAQ section on ‘The Chakra System’).
The real key to this part of the practice, as in other energy based healing systems, is to rely on the
symbols. More accurately, to trust or open up to the divinely guided love which is pouring into you
as you invoke the energies through the visualisation and through mentally chanting the sacred name
of the symbol.
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For those who are working with other types of symbol practices, you
will notice here that we are not using the standard techniques for
symbol work as there is no real requirement here to tap the
symbol into your energy eld. By simply visualising the symbol
over the third eye and receiving light through the symbol, you
are able to receive what is required.
For those of you who are looking to experiment with other
types of techniques from this basic foundation, you may wish to
experiment with visualising the Pure Existence symbol moving
through this circulatory loop.
You may also wish to try ‘tapping’ this symbol into your Third Eye whilst repeating the sacred name
(noting that as you are tapping this in, you can project the symbol so that it is being ‘tapped’ in and
around the loop).
These types of add-on techniques may help to strengthen your practice and can o en be quite
refreshing for our meditation if our mind starts wandering o . It is o en best to experiment with a
few di erent techniques to see what works best for you.
Some bene ts of working with Pure Existence
By working with the divinely guided healing vibrations within the symbol Pure Existence, we are
able to work with some truly extraordinary energies. The peace & love vibration that comes from this
symbol really is magical and it helps us to more easily reach blissful and peaceful states of
meditation.
Another key bene t of this practice is the cleansing which is being done in our body, particularly the
upper chakras. As we are visualising and feeling the energies
owing around the upper parts of our body, the energies are
always going to where they are most needed through the divinely
guided aspects of the symbol.
At the beginning, you may feel that these techniques are a little
unnatural, perhaps di cult to master, but as you practice with
them, we assure you that they are very rewarding practices for
getting your energy to ow more e ciently. Just like anything
else, they will just take a little practice.
From our experiences, it is the feelings aspect of these
Practitioner Level practices that are so important. To really feel
the energies circulating around your body is probably one of the
most essential parts of the practice.

Pure Existence

You may also nd that as you are learning, you might not be able
to do this part of the practice for very long and that’s ne, there’s
no need to push yourself too hard here. As your meditative concentration grows and improves from
your practice then you will be able to meditate and practice for longer periods as you require.
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12. Practising Both Meditations:
Now that you have learned both meditations, you are able to practise these as o en as you wish.
You may choose to practise them both separately to begin with, until you are comfortable and then
gradually add them together so you practise Level 1 for 5-15 minutes and then go straight into Level
2 for 5-10 minutes. As always however, trust your intuition and go with what you feel.
Some days you may nd that you need more of one meditation than the other and this is perfectly
ok. There is no set routine other than what you feel is best for you. The more practise you do the
better, as this is the groundwork for the Master Level practices. We would recommend at
minimum, performing the two meditations together at least daily and ideally several times per
day, for a minimum of 11 days before moving into the Master Level. First thing in the morning
when you wake up and last thing at night in bed are great times to add these meditations into your
daily routine. Enjoy!

13. Closing Your Practitioner Level Meditation:
As we will see in the Master level, these practices are preparations for the love which is the nale of
the meditation. For now, we will be nishing at this point a er having cleansed our energies during
these Practitioner Level healing practices. We may feel relaxed, peaceful and perhaps somewhat
rejuvenated a er our meditation noting that these practices are also a great precursor to sleeping!

Normally, to close our energy based healing session, it is a good idea to say thank you to all of the
divinely guided assistance that we have gained throughout our meditation. We may wish to say
thank you to our mother earth for her assistance and close our meditation with love and gratitude.
Love and gratitude are always a great way to close a meditation or healing session. You may wish to
say something like:

“With love, I say thank you for all of the divinely guided
energies that I have received during this meditation. Thank you
also to you, our earth, for all of your love and cleansing
energies. May we all share our love so that we may all be happy
and free from su ering. Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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14. Final Comments:
With love and light we make the wish that your Divine Light practices bring you to genuine and long
lasting happiness in your life. These practices are deeply cleansing and healing and we hope that
they help to bring much light and understanding into your life.
In the Master level, we will delve much more deeply into the concepts of love and we will explore in
more detail how we can start to harness the power of a pure intention in a way that helps us to
shine our love light outward for all to bene t.
We will also introduce two new Divine Light symbols which help us move closer yet again to the
vibration of unconditional love for all. We also introduce the idea of interconnected-ness and we
work with expanding our energies so that we can truly start shining outwards for all to bene t.
The Master Level attunement can be taken a er 11 days from your Practitioner Level attunement.
You have already unlocked the energies for the Master Level so there is nothing that you need to do,
other than wait the 11 days. (There is no maximum timeframe that you need to complete the next
attunement within, so go with how you feel, anytime a er 11 days.)
For now, we hope that you enjoy your Practitioner Level practice and that your meditations are
peaceful, love lled and fabulous!

May a beings be happy and ee om a kinds of su ering. And may you walk
is pa

of love shining outwards for a .

Love Inspiration &
Maitri Foundation
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Level Two - Master Level
With Love & Light, We Welcome You to the Master Level Of The
Divine Light Meditations:
We warmly and humbly welcome you to the Master Level of the Divine Light Meditations and we
congratulate you on taking this most important step on your meditative and healing pathway!
The frequencies being worked with here through the Divine Light Master Level are of a signi cant
vibration and it is through your own meditative work and preparation during and a er level one
that you are now able to experience these higher frequencies of love, compassion and wisdom.
The techniques which we will be introducing here in this Master Level also help to complete our
Divine Light meditation and most of us will feel this as a peak where love, light peace and bliss can
be felt at a new level of understanding.
For it is here, in these higher vibrations, that we better understand the true nature of our divine self
and the idea that our practice is strengthened signi cantly as we start to cultivate that which is
referred to as an altruistic intention. That is, we shine out our love and light for all to bene t from.
This part of our practice is o en something which not only brings in a higher vibration of love and
light into our own energy eld but it can also help to strengthen our connection to the one-ness of
all things; thus we bene t all.
These Master Level symbols also allow us to connect more deeply with
our sacred heart space and help us to tune into this part of ourselves
which enables us to start tapping into our altruistic power centre. As
we move closer towards this altruistic intention we move closer to
the idea that we are in fact not separate from one another.
To help in understanding this concept and to complement the
energies being introduced during this Master Level, we have chosen
to include an appendix here to provide some of our additional insights
into the the idea of one-ness. (See Appendix 1 - Understanding Oneness at the end of this ebook).
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It is our belief that whilst we are practising with these kinds of loving and transformational energies,
it can also be of great bene t to read through and digest some of the more rational, scienti c
concepts surrounding this idea.
As we merge together our meditative experiences with a more le -brained, logical understanding,
we are perhaps better able to gain a fuller and deeper awareness or realisation of such concepts.
It is with love and with a deep bow to you that we say thank you for your continued service to the
light. Your healing and puri cation is needed so much in this world right now and on behalf of all
beings, we thank you for this truly bene cial work.

May we all live in states of energetic vibration which are happy, harmonious and free from su ering!
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1. Understanding The Title Of Master:
It is always an honour to accept the title of Master in any kind of energy based healing system. This
is something which is truly deserved and we congratulate you on this most important step on your
healing pathway.
As a Master of the Divine Light meditations, you are being provided with the opportunity to release
some of your old or unwanted energies through the attunements and the meditative practice to date
and in doing so, you have been able to move closer
towards a vibration of love and light.
As well as a congratulations, you also receive our
deepest gratitude for it is through your continued
service to healing and growth that you ultimately
bene t us all so again we thank you for this most
virtuous and bene cial work.

Ma er

In any type of energy based healing, the title of
Master is best thought of in the context of being a
Master cra smen. Someone who is well trained, well
practiced and now has a certain skill or ability that
they can o er.
Some of you may be confused as to how anyone
could ever really classify meditation as a skill which ‘others’ would bene t from. A er all, isn't
meditation something which focuses on the self?
As we move more deeply into an understanding of interconnected-ness, we can realise that our skill
of meditation, especially when invoking these divinely guided frequencies, is indeed something
which is invaluable to the inter-connected consciousness.
In Appendix 1: ‘Understanding One-ness’ which we will refer you to a little further down, there is a
great experiment which provides some evidence that meditation or meditators can help to improve
the vibration around them to the point of actually being ‘measurable’. There are many experiments
of this nature that can now be found through the power of the internet.
So in summary, your meditative skills are de nitely an asset and as a master cra smen in this system
of energy based meditation, you truly have something wonderful to o er. As you practice with these
energies, please know that you are also helping the overall consciousness to raise in vibration closer
towards inner peace, love and understanding.

By be nef i t ing ourse l ve s and raising our own v ibrat ion,
we ul t imate ly be nef i t o the rs.
So nally, please do continue to bene t us all through your own personal practice, whatever that
may be. We surely do need people like you to help transform and grow our consciousness closer
towards love, light and understanding at this most transformational time on earth!
There are many steps that you can take a er the completion of the Divine Light Meditations so
please be sure to visit our website for further details about our teachings! May your practice be
lled with the divinely guided love and light of the new consciousness and may you continue to
bene t all beings throughout our blessed universe.
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2. Receiving The Attunement For The Divine Light - Master Level:
As we have discussed through the Practitioner Level teachings, the attunement is one of the most
crucial aspects of any energy based healing practice. It provides us with the required access to the
higher frequencies or energetic vibrations which are so very necessary for our practice.
The Master Level attunement does precisely this and will work with these new Divine Light Master
Level frequencies to focus on opening up the sacred heart space. This then allows you to start
working more closely with these higher frequencies of love & understanding through the meditative
practice described in the below sections.
Once you have received the Master Level attunement you will be able to call on and invoke the
Master Level energies to incorporate these into your Divine Light meditation. You will be able to use
these to merge the Divine Light energies within your own energy eld and also use this new
vibration to shine outward for all to bene t from.
The process for receiving your attunement is not di erent to the
process from the Practitioner Level noting that it is simply your
intention which will be di erent in order to invoke or activate the
Master Level energies rather than the Practitioner Level energies.
Before taking the attunement, we would suggest that you read
through this whole Level Two chapter rst in order to acquaint
yourself with the Master Level practices. Then, as you feel ready
to, you may then receive your attunement using the relevant
instructions in the next section.
And again, just to reassure you, receiving an attunement is normally a very relaxing and nice
experience and you may feel some energy moving during the process. Some may not feel anything
at all and this is absolutely ne also.
In the days following the attunement, and as you repeat the Divine Light meditations more and
more, you may feel some di erent sensations as many of the old, unwanted energies clear away,
shi or move. Energy based healing practices can bring much healing to the surface and in some
cases, we can o en experience what is known as a healing crisis.
If you are clearing away lots of old energies i.e. there is deep healing being done, then your body will
need to work to clear these. As a result you may feel sluggish or tired or perhaps you may feel some
other physical symptoms like a slight cold or a few extra trips to the toilet.
There may also be some emotional clearing happening from the attunement and/or your
meditational practices so just be mindful of this if you are experiencing any anger, sadness or other
types of emotional unrest during your attunements and healing practices. For more information
about the healing crisis, click here.
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3. Instructions For Receiving Your Attunement:
To ensure that the attunement process works successfully we ask that you follow our instructions
and most important is to relax, open up and receive these gi s with love.
1. Preparation:
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at
least 15 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some so healing or relaxing music, light some candles or
burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
2. Invoke the Divine Light Master Level attunement:
Invoke the attunement by placing the hands together, ngertips touching in prayer
position whilst saying the following:

“With love and gratitude I humbly request the
attunement for the Divine Light Master Level.
May these energies bene t all beings!”

[Note that the word love is divinely important in requesting Divine Light energy – the stronger the
feeling of love that you ask with, the stronger the energy that flows. Also, when we add the highest
intention for all beings to benefit (in anything we do), the energy is also stronger.]
Now your attunement will commence and will take around 10-15 minutes to nish so please relax for
around 15 minutes. You can time yourself or simply wait until you feel the energy drop o a little bit.
And you don’t have to leave your hands in prayer position for the entire time, please feel free to rest
your hands either by your side, over your Heart Chakra or where you feel comfortable.
You may feel some energy moving, perhaps feel relaxing vibrations or some may feel almost nothing
happen. Whatever the case, you will receive the Divine Light Master Level attunement and with
this, you will be able to practice the Divine Light Meditative practice described in the next
sections.
3. Closing the attunement:
As always, we close our attunement with love and gratitude, by saying something like:

“With love and gratitude I o er my sincerest thanks for receiving
the Divine Light Master Level attunement. May I use this new
energy for the bene t of all.
Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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4. The Divine Light Meditative Practice - Master Level:
As you may recall from the Practitioner Level, the techniques and energies being introduced through
the Master Level help us to build upon the foundations created through the Practitioner Level
techniques.
In this way, we can see that we are only adding to our Divine Light meditation through these Master
Level teachings. By way of example, the Master Level meditative practice will require us to start with
our connection to mother earth.
Moving the cleansing and loving earth energies upward and downward through the lower parts of
our body so that we may cleanse the lower chakras and ground ourselves in preparation for the
higher frequencies which are to come.
We practice this rst step of our meditation in exactly the same way as we have done in the
Practitioner Level and as we feel ready to, we move onto working with Pure Existence, which helps
to raise our spiritual awareness and to further
cleanse and purify ourselves.
As we nish this part of the meditation,
depending on how long we spend on these initial
parts, we can perhaps feel the circulatory e ects
of this technique throughout our energy eld. We
may feel the sensations of this circulatory loop as
it continues to pulsate, vibrate or ow throughout
our energy.
At this point, we are now ready to introduce the
Master Level frequencies and techniques which
help us to merge these two circulatory loops with
pure love and to then shine this fully synchronised
love outward for all to bene t from.
So again, there are two very deliberate steps in this Master Level process. Firstly, we connect to love
through the use of our rst Master symbol (detailed on next page). We allow ourselves to connect to
this in our Heart Chakra and allow this energy to connect the circulatory loops within our energy as
we merge more fully with love and light.
As we feel ready to move towards the next Master Level step we then invoke the second of our
Master Level symbols (detailed further on) which then allows for an even greater expansion of our
love vibration. The frequencies being invoked through this second Master Level symbol quite
naturally shine this new heightened love vibration outward and we are able to work with this
vibration to enhance, expand and grow our awareness towards one-ness, the altruistic intention and
the new consciousness.
For those of you who would like a deeper or more thorough understanding of what we refer to as
the new consciousness, please refer to our FAQ page by clicking here.
The energies being experienced here truly are a pleasure to work with in any healing or meditation
session. It is therefore with love and excitement that we now share these Master Level teachings
with you for the Divine Light Meditations.
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5. Level 3 - Connecting With Love, Our True Essence (5 - 15 Minutes):
We refer to this as Level 3 as it is essentially the third step in the Divine Light meditation. You will
remember that Level 1 was to connect to the loving earth energies. Level 2 allowed us to connect
with the higher spiritual awareness of Pure Existence and now Level 3 helps us to merge all of our
energetic systems together with pure love. The symbol which helps us to do this is ‘Golden Divinity’.
Golden Divinity is a symbol, or energetic frequency, which holds an immense vibration of pure love
and it is also connected with the Golden energies of the new consciousness. It is a symbol which
helps us to connect to the vibration of pure love and allows us to move closer to the understanding
that we are not di erent from this vibration.

Golden Divinity
3
2
1

GOLDEN DIVINITY

How To Draw GOLDEN DIVINITY

By working with Golden Divinity on a regular basis, we are allowing ourselves to merge
more deeply with the energies of pure love and by doing so, we are allowing our own
inherently loving nature to shine through.
By way of analogy, Golden Divinity is helping to clear away all the dirt which is
preventing the diamond from showing its true nature. Golden Divinity is the tool that helps us to
clean away all the dirt and grime from the diamond which is now able to sparkle, shine and show its
magni cence.
The preparations that we have done through Levels 1 & 2 of our meditation really help Golden
Divinity to more easily merge our energies to this pure love energy as it is able to now ow
throughout our entire energy eld.
As you practice with this and play around with the timing of each part of your
meditative experience you will nd for yourself what works for you and indeed, each
meditative experience will no doubt be di erent from the last.
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So how do we work with Golden Divinity in our meditation?
We have a variety of choices here noting that it is always our intention which
is by far the most important factor to consider.
Depending on your individual preferences, you may wish to work with your
intention in a way that suits you and brings you to the best possible vibration.
The key part of the practice is to bring the energies of Golden Divinity into your
Heart Chakra but how you do this may vary from person to person.
Some of you may wish to draw the symbol out in your minds eye and mentally ‘tap’ the symbol into
your Heart Chakra over and over whilst repeating the sacred name. Some of you may only wish to
‘tap’ in the symbol 3 times and say the name only 3 times and let the energies go to work.
Some of you may wish to simply visualise the symbol sitting within your Heart Chakra as it shines
from your heart outward throughout your entire energy eld. You may or may not wish to continue
chanting silently the sacred name, Golden Divinity, as you would a mantra or a rmation.
As you become more accustomed to these energies you may also wish to start o with using one of
these techniques and as you feel ‘connected’ to the energies you may wish to mentally move the
energies / symbol around your body. You may simply use your intention to think that the energies
from Golden Divinity, or the symbol itself, is moving, shining or owing around your body and
healing all your imperfections.
The energy is expanding into the outer layers of your energy eld, your aura (approximately 1-2
metres around your physical body) and even beyond this. These are all acceptable ways of
meditating with Golden Divinity.
For those wishing for a more structured format, we can suggest that you start o by mentally
drawing out the symbol in the area above the centre of your breast plates, maybe 5 cm or so above
your skin.
As you nish o drawing the symbol, you may say the sacred name, silently to yourself 3 times to
invoke the energies of Golden Divinity whilst ‘tapping’ the symbol into your Heart Chakra. You may
visualise or intend that the symbol is moving into your energy eld and into your Heart Chakra as
you continually tap this in.
As you start to feel the energies being invoked, you
may wish to repeat this process or you may wish to
hold onto the image of the symbol in your minds
eye as it sits in your Heart Chakra. You may or may
not wish to continue invoking its sacred name as
you continue visualising it. Some people may nd
this helpful to keep their meditative concentration
focused on the symbol rather than other random
thoughts.

Golden Divinity

You may wish to start using your visualisation or
imagination so that you can move or expand the
Golden Divinity energies from your Heart Chakra
throughout your body and outward into your aura.

Everything here comes from your intention.
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You can perhaps visualise white or golden light shining from the
symbol as it ows from your heart and surrounds you in it’s
brilliant light. Whatever helps to strengthen your meditative
intention or concentration is good.
If you feel your concentration drop and other thoughts start to
come; thats ok. This can o en be divine guidance at work to help
you in realising, releasing or understanding something which
requires healing.
It can also be that you are needing to process various things
which are going on in your life at the moment and by re ecting
on these things whilst in these vibrations, can o en lead us to an
enhanced awareness of these situations. More o en than not,
solutions will present themselves and you will have a moment of
clarity which tells you of the appropriate solution.
So do be aware of all these di erent things as you continue your practice, as these help you to gain
insights into your life and how you want to live it! But as you wish to or as you feel guided to, keep
bringing yourself back to the energies of Golden Divinity, either through the visual / drawing of the
symbol or through continually invoking the energy through repeating the name Golden Divinity.
You may choose to do both of these i.e. visualising whilst silently chanting to yourself as you play
around and be creative with your practice now, doing whatever you feel is right.
All the while, you are in the vibration of love and knowing that you are in the hands of divine
guidance. Whatever is in need of healing will be healed through these frequencies. Whatever you
are ready to learn through these frequencies will come to you very naturally. Whatever insights you
are ready to receive will be received.
The true beauty about these energy based healing practices is the fact that we can just focus and rely
on the symbols to do all the healing work for us. Through these vibrations we will gain additional
clarity as we are ready to.
Of course, by approaching our meditation with

surrender, gratitude & mindfulness,

we are o en able to accelerate this healing / blossoming process. For those who wish to incorporate
these types of ideas into your meditation, you may also wish to experiment with other a rmations
to help bring in these helpful intentions to your meditation. A rmations such as:

“Thank you, Thank you, Thank you, Thank you, Thank you, Thank you …..”
“I surrender to Love, I surrender to Love, I surrender to Love, I surrender to Love …”
“I am pure Love, I am pure Love, I am pure Love, I am pure Love …..”
“I open up to receive Love, I open up to receive Love, I open up to receive Love …”
“May love shine for us all, May love shine for us all, May love shine for us all …”
V11: 29.08.22
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These kinds of a rmations, whilst intermittently used through our meditation can be very useful for
us to feel the di erent e ects that our intention has on our di erent meditative vibrations. Each
thought or intention will bring you to a di erent feeling in your meditation and sometimes these
types of ‘side thoughts’ can add to and also help to bring some mental variety to your meditation,
allowing you to meditate longer and with more alert-ness.
We say intermittently here in the respect that you may do some symbol connection for a while and
as you feel is appropriate you may do an a rmation for 30 seconds or a minute then move back to
the symbol’s vibration again for some top up of love. Again the process continues.
It is the creative aspects of meditation that are so good
for our brains and also that help us to enjoy this time to
ourselves. This is a truly sacred time for you to get to
know yourself, your inner world and the inner vibratory
understanding of pure love and light so please do
whatever you can to enjoy these vibrations!

Sacred
Time For
Ourselves

Ultimately, we are all di erent so each of us will have
to come to our own conclusion about the best way for
us to meditate and work with the symbols. You may
nd your own technique for working with this symbol
which is far more powerful for you and that is great!

These techniques should be approached as a living, breathing, ever evolving phenomena. As you
evolve, so too will your meditation techniques. Through the divinely guided aspects of these
energies, you may receive information (or thoughts) about how you may use these energies for
other aspects of your healing and meditation.
All of this is only possible through a consistent daily meditative practice, whatever that practice may
be. If you are working with other forms of healing and meditation then you may wish to mix these
up into another meditation. You may wish to start with Divine Light then introduce your other
symbols for example.
The choice is now yours and we make the wish that your practice evolves, grows and blossoms into
something which is truly magical for you! For those of you who wish to read about another example
of how to work with these symbols in this part of the meditation, we will now walk through another
very simple example:

After completing Levels 1 & 2, simply imagine the Golden Divinity symbol hovering and
shining from within your Heart Chakra. As you are able to strengthen your visualisation skills, you can
almost see the symbol sitting there inside you heart.
It is shining ever so brightly outwards. Further … further … further …. as it fills your entire being …
and beyond! Again, keeping your focus on the image of the symbol as it shines from your heart, you
may continue repeating the sacred name and connect with these energies however you wish to.
Of course, the same idea applies now that you may work with additional a rmations, additional
visualisations and anything else that ‘comes to you’ during your meditative practice.
As we move into the next section of these meditations, these meditative vibrations of Golden
Divinity now act as another platform from which we can now shine our love light outward for all to
bene t as we start to move into an understanding of the one-ness frequency.
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6. Level 4 - Expansion & One-Ness (5 - 15 Minutes):
All the work that has been done so far in these meditations prepares us for this nal step connecting with what we refer to as ‘one-ness’. This allows us to expand our energies outwards
further and further as we start to let ourselves move to a new understanding about our own in nite
potential.
It is the idea that the entire cosmos, the entire universe and entire creation is accessible to you as is
said in many di erent spiritual teachings:

“All of creation lies within each of us”
Now this may be something which is more than a little hard to believe……...The idea that we are so
powerful, beyond comprehension is something which is a little scary for most of us to digest or to
even start thinking about.
And this is where a good logical, scienti c reasoning can come into play. Please allow yourself some
time in these next few days to go through our one-ness appendix where we present some of our own
insights into the idea of interconnected-ness through the eyes of science, philosophy and religion.
For us, this information was really quite important in helping us to move forward with our
meditative practice and we have included it here to assist you in whatever way we can on your
pathway forwards. There is nothing in here which tells you what to believe, we simply share this
information with an open heart and the hope that it
may be of some use to you in your practice.
As we begin to logically understand the idea of oneness, we are then far better able to accept and expand
on the meditative experiences that are being
introduced to us through these types of high vibratory
healing practices.
As we become more aware of our true selves, we can
then also use di erent kinds of expansive
visualisations and a rmations to really start tapping into some of this divine potential. As we move
towards a deeper understanding that we are all one, we can also start moving closer towards the all
important altruistic intention - to be of bene t to others.
For if we really are inter-connected with each other, then how can we not want to help others? Isn't
helping others exactly the same as helping ourselves? Are we not all from the same energy source
a er all?
In fact, if there are 300 billion living creatures on this earth and we are all inter-connected, that
means that there are 299,999,999,999 living creatures plus me. There is a supported and logical
argument that actually, ‘others’ are more important than me, purely based on numbers.
As we start to move into these kinds of mindsets, our altruistic intention becomes far stronger and
thus we are better able to receive more light for ourselves and for our planet as our ‘purity’ of
intention becomes stronger. For this is the way of the universal law, it seems, as it is told to us
through a great variety of spiritual teachings.
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“We always receive the light we need in direct proportion to
our purity of will to be of service to others.”
In other words, if we can genuinely cultivate a mindset which wants to help others, then we will be
rewarded with more light, more love and more energetic strength in direct proportion to how much
we actually want to help.
So basically, it comes down to how we can use our intention or our minds in meditation to cultivate
these types of altruistic intentions. We already know now that this will ultimately bene t ourselves
as well through the higher magnitude of energy being received, so it becomes like a perfect vehicle
to bene t ourselves and bene t others at the same time.
In short, let us use this next Master Level symbol - ‘Heartfulness', with a foundational intention of
using these higher frequencies of energy to bene t others, knowing that we ourselves will bene t at
the same time. For it is here that we can truly feel the signi cance of this most extraordinary
symbol.

Heartfulness
1
3

2

4

HEARTFULNESS

How To Draw HEARTFULNESS

As we move towards the end of Level 3, working with Golden Divinity, we may feel a strong love
vibration now owing throughout our entire energy or energetic eld. As we feel ready to move
onto this nal part, we can simply imagine or draw our Heartfulness symbol in precisely the same
way as we worked with Golden Divinity - over / in our Heart Chakra.
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You may visualise this symbol shining outwards for all to bene t from, from the middle of your
sacred heart space / the Heart Chakra being sure to connect with the visualisation and with the
sacred name - Heartfulness.
These energies of Heartfulness will help to expand your love vibration outward into the cosmos as
you become able to really let yourself open to the new understanding that you are not only a human
being but an energetic being who is one with the very fabric of existence.
Staying connected or focused on the visualisation of the symbol whilst saying its sacred name
silently to yourself, like a mantra, you can start to play around with this in the same way as we
described in level 3 of the meditation. Normally, it can take a few minutes for us to connect to the
energies within the symbol at which point we can start to be a little more creative.
You may wish to imagine that Heartfulness is
radiating outward from your heart space and
that it is shining out for the whole universe to
bene t from. This light is bright white with a
Golden aspect to it and as you expand this in
your mind, you can quite literally visualise
that this light is shining throughout the entire
universe!
You may start to feel the expansion of energy
within yourself as you do this exercise over
time and there is an old Qi Gong saying which
is very relevant here:

“Where consciousness lies, energy follows”
Basically, if you are able to open your mind up to the possibility that you are not di erent to the
universe, that all creation lies within, then this is a great mindset for using Heartfulness. Again,
making sure that you are staying connected to the symbol in between these a rmations, thoughts
or intentions.
If you can also work with the idea that you wish for this symbol to help all beings, may it help
everyone and everything in the universe to be happy and free from su ering, then this is also a great
mindset to working with Heartfulness.
It is o en good to work with these intentions intermittently as you continue to bring your
meditative concentration back to the symbol itself and its sacred name. Again, these ‘add ons’ are
probably better explored a er you feel more comfortable with the energies themselves.
It is our great desire to help you to unlock the keys to your own mind however we understand that
this is impossible for us to do this for you. It is only through the sharing of information that we are
able to help and we do this with our hearts open and lled with love.
Ultimately it is up to you to draw your own conclusions, to have your own realisation and to connect
in with who you truly are.
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We can only say that these master symbols will help you to be be guided towards your own inner
truth; to understand in your own way about who you are and why you are here at this time.
Through these deeply loving vibrations and divinely guided healing frequencies, we are far better
able to understand our true purpose, our life’s journey and our own healing issues that require work.
It is ultimately through meditation and personal re ection time that we get to know who we are.
We understand how our mind is working and how we can better ourselves and bene t others. With
continued practice and understanding, we are able to move higher and higher towards the vibrations
of

joy, inner peace, bliss, love, compassion & ultimately happiness.

We make the wish that all of these vibratory states fall upon you and that your Divine Light
meditative practice brings you what you are looking for in this life. May you continue on your love
lled journey and may you realise and accomplish all that you desire.

7. Practising All Four Meditations:
Now that you have learned both Master Level meditations (Level 3 & 4) as well as both Practitioner
Level meditations (Levels 1 & 2) you are able to practise these as o en as you wish. You may choose
to practice any of them separately or complete all four meditations together. As always, trust your
intuition and go with what you feel.
Some days you may nd that you need more of one meditation than another and this is perfectly ok.
There is no set routine other than what you feel is best for you. The more time you spend with these
meditations, especially the Master Level meditations, the more expansive your practice will become.
At a minimum, we recommend performing the four meditations together at least once per day
for a minimum of 21 days. This will take you approximately 20 - 55 minutes in total:
Level 1: Connecting With Our Earth [5 - 15 minutes]
Level 2: Raising Spiritual Awareness (Pure Existence) [5 - 10 minutes]
Level 3: Connecting With Love, Our True Essence (Golden Divinity) [5 - 15 minutes]
Level 4: Expansion & One-ness (Heartfulness) [5 - 15 minutes]
Completing these meditations all-together for 21 days will enable you to gain a good grasping of the
meditations and will lay a rm foundation for your expansion. First thing in the morning when you
wake up and /or last thing at night in bed are great times to add these meditations into your daily
routine. Enjoy!
Finally, please note that these meditations were brought through from Higher Consciousness for you
to be creative with, to expand your one-ness & potential for the bene t of all beings. As such, these
meditations are recommended to be used long-term on an on-going basis and not to simply be
con ned by the minimum practice time of 21 days. As with all meditative practices, the longer you do
them, the more they (and you) advance and develop.

“Be truthful in your approach to your meditative practices, they are not simply
boxes to be ticked or charts to be graphed, but rather are a means for huge
expansive potential. Know this well. Divine Light is here to aid you in this process.”
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8. Final Comments:
Again, we congratulate you on taking this most blessed step forwards and may our teachings help
you in the most wonderful way imaginable. These meditations are very simple in their format and
the intention is that all may bene t.
Please do not feel like you need to complete or even attempt all the di erent aspects of these
meditations in your introductory practices. We have simply been as all-inclusive as we possibly can
be throughout this ebook so that you have a wide variety of choice in your meditative practice in the
longer term.
For those of you who are wishing to continue on with Love Inspiration through another set of
teachings, that is great. Please allow yourself some time for digestion and practice noting that all of
these Divine Light symbols will indeed help you to bring in very high frequencies of healing and
understanding.
If you do not give yourself time to practice with these frequencies, it is rather like having a Porsche
that you don't drive so please do enjoy your practice and be creative with how you are working with
these symbols in your own meditation.
Please also note that all symbols learnt throughout these Divine Light teachings can be used in
conjunction with other forms of healing and meditation and can also be used as additional healing
tools in your healing work with others.
These frequencies will always help you to move closer towards love, light and inner peace and can
help in bringing you closer towards the vibration of the new consciousness.
If you would like a certi cate for completing the Divine Light Master Level, please click on the link
to be taken to our website where you can download a certi cate for this course in PDF format.
Simply print it out and ll it in as you wish. Congratulations!
It is with warmth and our deepest respect to your divine self that we again thank you for taking this
Divine Light journey with us. We hope that we see you again for another of our divinely inspired
teachings.

May we a live in an understanding of
our uly limitless self so

at we may

experience joy and happiness in our life.
May a beings in a direc ons be ee
om a kinds of su ering.

Love Inspiration &
Maitri Foundation
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Would You Like To Help?
You have received these energies and teachings freely and with love due
to the humble and altruistic grace of our donors, sponsors, teachers &
translators. If you have enjoyed these energies and would like to help
make them continually and freely available for others to heal, grow and
awaken from, we lovingly invite you to help in the following ways:
Make a donation
Sponsor an ebook
Help us Fundraise
Donate A Healing Session
Donate A Reiki Event
Share with others
Translate for others
Become a teacher
Write a testimonial
Help us improve
Your help enables Love Inspiration to continue o ering ebooks
and courses freely for the in nite bene t of all.
Blessings & Thankyou,

Love Inspiration & Maitri Foundation
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APPENDIX 1

Understanding One-ness
Introducing One-ness:
For ages past, we have seen scientists, philosophers, religions and ascetics all trying to de ne our
reality; they all shared a great desire to understand the deepest mysteries of our physical and
energetic existence.
For example, in the last 3000 years we have seen many religious gures such as Jesus Christ, the
Buddha, Mohammed and many other Guru’s within the eastern traditions who have reached a level
of understanding and who have attempted to pass these understandings down to us.
In more modern times, we can now see that science is making incredible breakthroughs and with the
newly emerging science of quantum physics, we are now becoming more aware and more conscious
of the reality which surrounds us.
And this is what this appendix will draw on. To help us understand the idea of inter-connected-ness.
We will be calling on the knowledge base of modern science in addition to a variety of spiritual and
religious teachings to explore the idea of interconnected-ness in a way that works with the logical
parts of the brain.
Ultimately, as we begin to understand the true nature of inter-connectedness or one-ness, it provides
us with a deeper understanding of who we truly are. It helps us to promote vibrational states of
health and wellbeing from within ourselves as we realise that we are so much more than just a
physical body.
It is the idea that we are actually not totally separate from
each other as we might think; that within each of us lies
an untapped, in nite potential that is beyond
comprehension.
And as we start to contemplate, re ect and perhaps start
to accept these concepts, it can then allow us to more
deeply feel the energies of love, compassion & wisdom
from within our consciousness.
If we are all truly one - then how can we not want to help others? If we are all inter-connected then isn’t helping others the same as helping ourselves? And wouldn’t we always want to help
ourselves?
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A Deeper Understanding Of One-ness:
Let us rstly look to the spiritual teachings found through the Buddhist tradition. This is a very
famous passage in the Heart Sutra (Prajna Paramita Sutra) and is thought to be a very precious and
immensely valuable teaching spoken from the Buddha himself about the empty nature of our
reality:

Form is empty, emptiness is form.
There is no emptiness apart from form.
There is no form apart from emptiness.

This teaching is deeply profound and something which will need to be re ected on. It seems to
suggest that even though something may exist physically, it is at the same time empty of any
existence. So let’s look a little deeper into this which takes us to a teaching known as the two truths.
Put simply, the reality in which we live can be seen to exist on two separate levels of truth or two
levels of understanding. The rst level of truth exists on the surface level or the physical level in
which we live out our daily life. Here, at this level, we can see things exist in some sort of physical
form. Whether it’s the television we watch, the table we sit at for dinner, the pots & pans that we
cook with etc. All these things exist in our physical reality.
This level of truth is fairly easy to comprehend so let’s move on to the second level of truth, that of
the ultimate or absolute level of truth. This level of truth or understanding is normally not seen by
the naked eye, it is something which is far deeper & more subtle.
So let us look back to our examples above, say the table we sit at or the television we watch, whilst
these de nitely exist in physical form, the ultimate or absolute truth tells us that at the very same
time, these things do not exist. In other words, they are empty of any real tangible substance.
So how can this be?
Well it is through science that we will nd our answers, speci cally
the science of quantum physics or quantum mechanics.
For those of you who have never heard of quantum physics or
quantum mechanics, these are areas within science which attempt
to describe the reality in which we live by dissecting and examining
the individual atom to see what exists within it. As the entire
physical universe is simply made up of atoms, if you can see what
exists within each of these atoms, you can describe the ultimate
level of truth.

Quantum Physics

So what have they found?
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Well, at the subatomic level, scientists have proven over & over & over again that:

all physical matter, without exception,
is made up by some form of indescribable energy source.

They have seen that inside the atom, at the subatomic level lies a symphony of vibration (and a
whole lot of empty space). Scientists have now discovered that at the basis of our existence, the very
foundations of it, lies a uni ed eld of intelligent, life force energy which many of us simply refer to
as consciousness.
There are quite literally thousands of experiments which now support this from as far back as the
early 1900’s with perhaps the most famous experiment being the double slit experiment. With the
power of the internet, you can now watch a quick, easy 5 minute explanation of this experiment on
you tube:

Click Here to see the Dr Quantum Double Slit Experiment
The content of this video leaves no doubt; that:

Beneath all physical matter (i.e. physical things)
lies an intelligent & vibrating energy source

As Albert Einstein himself has said in response to a question from an atheist:

“Try and penetrate with our limited means the secrets of nature and you
will find that, behind all the discernible concatenations, there remains
something subtle, intangible and inexplicable.
Veneration for this force beyond anything that we can comprehend is my
religion. To that extent I am, in point of fact, religious.”
--- Albert Einstein, Response to atheist, Alfred Kerr (1927)
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Another experiment, conducted in the early 1900‘s which helps us to further digest this concept was
speci cally designed to determine whether there was an energy source contained within ‘empty
space’. In order to test this theory in a laboratory, it was necessary to create a vacuum (or Faraday
cage) whereby an area was kept completely free of air and shielded from any electromagnetic
radiation elds.
The airless vacuum space was then cooled to a temperature of -273 degrees Celsius which is the
temperature where all matter should stop vibrating and thus produce no heat. The thinking was that
there would be literally nothing inside this vacuum; an empty void.
So what was the result?
Instead of being an absence of energy in the vacuum, they actually found a tremendous amount of
it. The energy existing within this empty space was then labelled zero point energy (ZPE) and you
can read a lot of things about ZPE on the internet if you wish to.
Interestingly enough, physicists John Wheeler and Richard Feynman have calculated that the
amount of energy in the volume of vacuum space contained within a single light bulb would be
enough to bring all the world's oceans to boiling point! This is just astonishing to digest.
From these (and many other) scienti c experiments, we can perhaps more clearly see that the
foundations of our physical reality are based on some form of intelligent life force energy. It is only
through contemplation, re ection and perhaps meditative practice that we can begin to have an
experiential understanding of this intelligence and love in full swing.
So, with this understanding of energy being the foundations of our physical reality, let us now
consider the idea that all things are inter-connected. This is crucial in understanding why it is that
your healing work is so important - as your vibration is being raised, so is the inter-connected
consciousness.
Through a deep and experiential understanding of inter-connectedness, it also help us to move closer
towards our true self, the big ‘I AM’ which exists at our core; the in nite potential which we spoke of
earlier. As an analogy, we can think of the entire universe or the entire cosmos being like an ocean,
and in this vast, expansive ocean is a small plastic bottle. The plastic bottle contains the same water
as the ocean.
This is an analogy for describing the state of one-ness in
which we all live out our daily lives. We are all just water
oating in the vast ocean of love consciousness!
The plastic which keeps our water separate from the
water in the ocean is o en thought to depict our ego or
more correctly, our ego clinging. Through our mental
conditioning, we see ourselves existing at the ultimate
level of truth and therefore nd it very di cult to
believe that truly we are like an ocean.
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Once we start to break the shackles of our own egoic mind, we can really start to feel more and more
the expansiveness which is the almighty ocean. As we surrender, we lose our ego in bits and pieces
moving towards where it is that we need to be heading, remembering that we are always in the
hands of divine guidance & unconditional love.
As we continue on this pathway towards the new consciousness, little by little we are slowly starting
to open our eyes to our new reality, one which involves us stepping into our real shoes; that of
becoming one with the vastness of consciousness.
Another way to think about our inherently divine nature is through the analogy of a sun shining
brightly in the sky. When we have a cloudy, miserable day, it can be di cult to even imagine that the
sun is still up there somewhere shining down on us, but of course it always is.
It is the same with our own true divine nature; it is like the sun, always shining. It is our negative or
darker energies or to be more speci c, our old thought
patterns from many lifetimes, acting like the clouds.
They obscure and obstruct the sun from shining that
brilliant love & light through.
As we have only lived with cloudy days so far in this
life, we have simply forgotten that the sun is still there
in the background......but it is still there and it does
shine oh so brightly. It just hasn’t had its chance to
shine its way through the clouds just yet.
As we start to clear away the clouds through our
practice, as we clear away our negative energies and
our old thought patterns, we can slowly but surely
begin to see more & more of who we truly are. We begin to see the love, compassion & in nite light
which is our own true divine self; the all-knowing self, interconnected to all things which is far
beyond anything we can imagine.

This is the entire point of inter-connectedness;
to understand that we are all one.
Within each of us lies an untapped potential which is simply beyond words.
***
V11: 29.08.22
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With this rather lo y introduction to one-ness or inter-connectedness, let us now look at some
scienti c data which may help us to more easily digest the idea of inter-connectedness and the oneness of all things. It is with this type of information that we hope to help those of us who like to
satisfy our more logical, le sided parts of our brain.
Ok, so perhaps a good place to start with understanding something about inter-connectedness from
a scienti c viewpoint is to look at the work of Dr Masaru Emoto.
Dr Emoto found a way to successfully photograph the molecular structure of water and wanted to
test whether water, being the most receptive of elements, would respond to some sort of applied
mental stimuli. The experiments that he did were conducted over a number of years but for our
purposes here we will paraphrase & summarise his results for ease of readability.

Essentially, his experiments compared a number of water samples, the
majority of which were taken from a nearby dam (Fujiwara Dam). The
water samples in his experiments were always compared from the same
original water source and therefore contained the same molecular
properties. The photo to the le shows the original molecular structure
of the original water samples:

Original Water Sample

Both samples were then put into
containers which were sterilised and
You Make Me Sick,
sealed at which point, he wrote ‘love
Love For Humanity
I will Kill You
for humanity’ on one container and
‘you make me sick, I will kill you’ on
another. A er some days, he would photograph the molecular structure of the water to record any
changes which took place.

In some of his other experiments, he worked
with the mental stimuli directly whereby he
would send loving and kind thoughts towards
the water or would simply give the water a
blessing. Similar results were achieved. When
speaking of his results, Dr Emoto always talks
of the intention being the driving force behind
the changes.

Love and Thanks

After Blessing
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Remembering that our bodies are over 70% water:

If th o ughts ca n do th is to water, ima g in e wh at th ey ca n do to us!
He also worked with the vibrational frequencies of music with interesting results.
You can nd many things on the internet about his work, for example he has also
worked with musical frequencies. There are some who have said that his results
weren’t completed with a high standard of scienti c accuracy however with so many di erent kinds
of photos and recorded evidence to be reviewed here, you are able to make up your own mind.
So how is it that a supposedly non-living material is able to respond to a thought or an intention?
For us this is a good signal of rstly intelligence and secondly inter-connectedness. Let us continue
now to look at another study following a similar genre; let's look at the work done by Dr Clive
Backster. Again, these results are being paraphrased somewhat for ease of digestibility.
Dr Clive Backster was one of the top polygraph experts for the CIA, however a er many years, he
decided that he would turn his focus towards plants i.e. he would hook up the lie detector to plants
to gauge the stress results under various conditions.
Now when a lie detector test is conducted on humans, it helps to measure a person’s ‘Galvanic Skin
Response’ (‘GSR’) which measures how well the skin conducts electricity. When a person is stressed
internally for example, when they are lying, there can be some dramatic changes in the GSR.
Therefore in much the same way, Dr Backster was able to equally test or gauge the amount of stress
contained within the plant by measuring its electrochemical signals.
So what did Backster nd?
Firstly, the plant reacted strongly i.e. became stressed,
when one of its leaves was severed. Also, the plant
reacted most strongly when one of its leaves was burnt.
Interestingly, what Backster identi ed through his
experiments was that if he pretended to burn the leaf,
say by moving a match towards it but without the actual
intention to do so, the plant did not react. It was not until
he formed a clear intention to burn the leaf that in fact
the polygraph spiked!
As part of the same experiments, he also discovered that
the plants responded to the death or su ering of other
creatures in the same area. This experiment randomly
dumped brine shrimp into a tub of boiling water nearby
in the same room and the polygraph gauged the plants reaction. The plant immediately responded
to the death of the shrimp!
He also discovered that by pouring boiling water down the sink, the plants would show a similar
reaction to that of the shrimp in the previous experiment. Puzzled as to why, he eventually sampled
the sink only to nd that there was a huge colony of bacteria in there! It turns out that the sink had
not been regularly washed.
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It was acknowledged by Backster that this discovery was made by accident as the polygraph was
always ‘hooked up’ to the plant and his kitchen was simply located nearby.
From this, he decided to diversify and start testing other living things. Since he had experienced
similar results with bacteria, why not try the polygraph on yoghurt; a er all yoghurt is just a colony
of living bacteria right?
What he found was that the yoghurt
behaved in precisely the same ways as
the plant did!
For example, one of his experiments was
designed to determine whether the bacteria would respond to a person eating yoghurt nearby. The
reaction received on the polygraph mirrored the amount of time that it would take for the digestive
juices in the stomach to start breaking it down! It was like the yoghurt was stressed that other
yoghurt bacteria were dying in their nearby environment. The yoghurt bacteria also responded to
any damages made to a nearby plant amongst other things.
These are just some of Dr Backster’s truly astounding results!
It is worth mentioning here that the father of early DNA discoveries & extremely well respected
scientist Dr Francis Crick, concluded from years of work in this area that 99.9% of all galactic dust
shares the same spectrographic (light wave) signature as freeze dried bacteria. When we combine
these two discoveries, well, it’s really quite fascinating.

Ok so returning back to the subject of interconnected-ness – how does this all tie in?
Well, it seems pretty obvious so far that there must be some sort of intelligence existing within the
water, the plants, & the bacteria.
We saw that the entire structure of water was able to be altered through applying mental stimuli
noting that it was the intention of the person which was the key.
We also saw that plants and living bacteria could somehow respond to their surrounding
environment, showing signs of what we would call ‘stress’ when there was death or su ering to
another living thing nearby.
Ok, let’s look now at another scienti c experiment, but this time let’s focus in a little more detail on
something which gives us direct insight into inter-connectedness. So far, although being very
interesting to read, we haven’t really presented what we would feel to be enough ‘le brained’
evidence yet.
So, this next set of experiments took place in the early 1990’s and can really help to provide some
more tangible proof of the true power of our meditative intent and inter-connectedness at work. To
start with, let us look at one of the experiments which took place in Washington DC in 1993.
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In this, the murder capital of the world, during summer 1993, four thousand volunteers came from
over one hundred countries to collectively meditate with a view to have a tangible e ect on the
surrounding area. It was predicted in advance that with such a large group meditating, there would
be an exact 25% reduction in violent crime as per the FBI’s statistics.
The chief of police in Washington at the time said that it would take 2 feet of snow for a 25% crime
reduction to actually happen but as these experiments continued, slowly but surely the police force
became more interested in the experiment until by the end of the summer, they actually became a
collaborator and author of the study!
The o cial results showed a drop of 25% in violent crime in Washington DC over the summer.
The reason why there could be such an accurate prediction made for this Washington experiment
was that there had been over 40 previous experiments conducted of this kind across a range of
di erent locations, all being done on a much smaller scale. It is the results from these series of
experiments that have been labelled The Maharishi Effect.

Wikipedia on the Maharishi Effect: “The Maharishi E ect is a hypothetical societal
bene t resulting from a "signi cant proportion of the population" practising the
Transcendental Meditation Technique. In the 1960’s the Maharishi postulated that the
quality of life, the growth of harmony and order in society, would be noticeably
improved if ten percent of the population practiced the Transcendental Meditation
technique. This requirement was later changed to one percent in 1960 and became
known as the ‘Maharishi E ect’.”
So that sounds pretty cool! Now we have some experimental data which suggests that there is a
noticeable or even signi cant di erence in the vibration of an entire city just through the power of
sending out love through meditative intent.
This experiment can now give us some added con dence in what we are doing in our self-healing. It
helps us to think or believe that our self-healing practice is important, not only for ourselves, but for
our surrounding environment as well.
And as we continue to move more deeply into our
practice, we can begin to get more & more
understanding of this sense of one-ness or as its referred
to in Buddhism, ‘emptiness’. As this continues, we may
start to see or feel a glimpse of our own true divine
potential, and as we continue to clear away more and
more energetic impurities, we can move through our
clouds; we move closer towards our sun which is always
shining our brilliant divine light for all to bene t.
V11: 29.08.22
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If we are able to assist you & your mind in more easily grasping the
concept of oneness from this discussion, then this makes us truly very
happy! Normally, it can be a good idea to satisfy our logical, le brained
part of the mind so that when we gain some experiential understanding
through healing and meditation, we are better able to work with the
blissful oneness vibrations being experienced for all to bene t from.
Ultimately, it is a combination of both types of understanding which
can start to have a rather dramatic e ect on our overall realisation as
we move forward on our healing & meditative path.
We simply urge you to never underestimate the power of these divinely
guided energies and above all, never underestimate your own truly
divine potential to shine for all!

Divine Potential

Ok moving on then, let’s look at one last thing; something which pulls
all of this together through both mathematics & scienti c proof. It is
here that we refer you to renowned quantum physicist Dr John Hagelin who claims that science has
now discovered the formula or paradigm which explains the ultimate level of truth.
He says that at the most basic level, science has now discovered that the very foundation of our
universe, is indeed a non-physical energy source known as:

CONSCIOUSNESS:
An indescribable, intelligent, energy force which underpins
all the laws of nature and by which all things are derived.

What we see in our daily lives are simply ripples which emerge from this unified field in one form or
another - but all things emerge from this state of incomprehensible one-ness. He also speaks of his
colleagues winning the noble prize thirteen or so years ago with a discovery which has continually
evolved into this most amazing discovery of the uni ed eld.
For more information, as always, there are many great videos on ‘you tube’ to be seen if you are
interested about the uni ed eld theory or Dr John Hagelin in general. Actually, there are so many
videos out there about scienti c theory, quantum physics & the science of consciousness. You really
could spend many, many hours here if you are so inclined; the internet really can be a beautiful
thing.
The logical conclusion for us here, a er highlighting some of these little snippets of scienti c
information, is that:
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Within each of us, when we are able to clear away our ego clinging, lies the in nite potential of oneness, the uni ed eld.
Once we are able to clear away our imperfections, our negative energies and once we are able to
embrace the idea of full & complete surrender, we are then able to experience that which we already
are and always have been – Divine

Lov

The below teaching comes from the beautiful ‘Law of One’ Series, a very detailed set of channelled
teachings brought through during the 1980’s by the Love / Light Research Group in America, and we
feel that this is a truly wonderful way to conclude our discussions on inter-connectedness. Please
enjoy these beautiful & profound words with love & light:

The Law of One, although beyond all words,

may be approximated by saying that all things are one;
there is no polarity, no right or wrong, no disharmony,
but only one identity.
All is one; and that one is love light, light love; the In nite Creator.
In each in nitesimal part of yourself
resides the In nite Creator in all of its power.
You are everything, every being, every emotion, every situation.
You are unity.
You are in nity.
You are light love.
You are love light.
YOU ARE

May we a live wi
e knowledge at we are divinely unique and in ni
beyond imagina on. May we a share our love and light wi each o er as
we move closer wards more harmonious sta s of being.
Wi

Love Inspired Blessings,

Love Inspiration &
Maitri Foundation
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May Divine Light Benefit All
May all be absolutely & in nitely happy and free from suffering.
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